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第一部分 听力

1-5 BABCA 6-10 AACCC
第二部分 阅读理解

11-15 CBDCA 16-20 ABADC 21-25 DCBGF
第三部分 语言知识运用

完形填空

26-30 CDDAB 31-35 ABCDA 36-40 BCABC 41-45 ABDCD
语篇填空

46. variety 47. traditional 48. have seen 49. and 50. benefits
51. on 52. that/which 53. to give 54. helping 55. is
第四部分 写作

短文改错

This summer holiday I went to Nanluoguxiang in Beijing with my parents. First, we took ∧ walk in Hutong to feel the

style of the old buildings. They were such amazing that we always stopped to take pictures or have a close look. Second, we

pay a visit to a Hutong family and had a short talk with them, what gave us a chance to learn about many stories of the past.

And then we entered into a tea house, where we tasted all kinds of Chinese tea. Most important, we enjoyed Peking Opera

while drink tea. On the way, I bought some paper cuttings as gift for my friends. It was indeed a good choice to know about

the history of Beijing, but I am looking forward to visiting them once more.

书面表达

I am quite happy to get the news that the Students’Sign Language Club of our school has been set up. How
exciting! When it comes to how to make our activities interesting and meaningful, I’d like to share my thoughts and
offer some personal suggestions. Firstly, it is a good idea to invite some sign language experts to give us lectures on a
weekly basis. Secondly, in order to show our care, we can regularly visit the deaf students in special schools and learn
to interact with them, which is also a valuable chance to put what we learn into practice. Only in this way can we
truly appreciate the beauty of sign language and build a bridge between the hearing and the deaf souls.
第五部分 附加题

From a young age, people have been taught to be honest from stories. However, many people still tell lies in their daily
life.（要点 1）One reason why people lie is to cover up their mistakes.（要点 2）Another reason for lying has to do with
self-protection.（要点 3）Some people might tell a lie when they don’t want to hurt someone else’s feelings.（要点4）
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